
JSC “GELMEDA” 

WOODEN HOUSES 

MANUFACTURING



JSC GELMEDA was founded in 1997. For 20 years we have been 

specializing in wooden houses from logs manufacturing.  We 

also produce summer houses, saunas, children's playgrounds, 

molding machining wood products. We provide profiling and 

corner making services.

Currently the company has 5 employees. Company employees 

regularly improve their knowledge in various trainings and 

special courses.



Many years of experience in the field and technologically

advanced solutions, manufacturing equipment allows us to 

professionally satisfy even the most eager customer 

expectations, ensure quality and product durability.

The main purpose of our company and the advantage 

is that we can offer very warm and ecological double lumber log 

houses.



Companies main goals 

Orders based on their commitment to customers to 
make: a timely;

back up set of technological and ecological 
requirements;

ensuring that products and services meet applicable 
building laws and regulatory requirements and are of high 
quality.



Materials 

The most widely used materials in the construction is 

wood and its various mixes. The most often used pine, larch, 

spruce wood.  For houses insulation various insulation 

materials are used. The company combines energy sources  

that are used for both the technical nature of power witch is 

necessary in order that the products are turned into products.  

And also human energy is used witch is necessary to carry out 

actions that are not able to carry out by machinery. 



Labor force 

JSC  GELMEDA corporate management structure includes linear 

structures, which are usually applied in small, narrow activity practiced 

organizations. There is a direct vertical communication between all 

levels of employees.

The company employs 5 workers: Director, manager, 2 joiners-

carpenters,1 helper. During the season (from spring until the end of 

autumn) when the company has the largest number of orders depending 

on the timing of the projects more stuff is employed. 



Technological part  

Production quality and rate of production depends from the new  

manufacturing machines, in this case woodworking machine, 

wood drying equipment. Technologically advanced company on 

the market can offer a much faster and more efficient 

implementation of the project, work schedules. JSC GELMEDA is 

time to time improving production technology, investing in 

advanced technologies, and that lets successfully compete and try 

to be among the leaders in the market.



We produce houses from dried profiled wooden baulks from the following 
sizes: 45, 50, 60, 70, 90, 105, 120, 140, 160, 180 mm. Baulks max height of 270 
mm.

We can offer a wide range of products from various types of wood and 
wood blanks for our clients:

 Profiled double baulk houses;
 Profiled baulk houses, bath;
 Profiled baulk cottages;
 Grill houses;
 Arbours;
 Outdoor hot tub;
 Fences from larch wood;
 Terrace boards and boards of larch wood;
 Children's playgrounds;
 Welfare elements and other products. 



















Manufacturing machines 

four-sided machine “Weinig Profimat 25Super” (Germany);

details crosscut saw “Avola GAMA650” (Germany);

corners record machine “Kruis”(Switzerland);

profiled planing blades forming and sharpening machine;

thicknessing machine “Fulda"; 

vertical milling machine "Bauerlle";

sawdust and wood shavings extraction system;

forklift telescopic loader “JCB 520”.



Main distributors 

Main raw materials are supplied by these 
company:
 IK „STAMELA“ windows and doors
 JSC „WEXIS“ Wood 
 JSC „SPRUSAS“ Wood
 JSC „UNDENA“ Paint
 V. Žilinsko I.Į Wood



Clients

JSC GELMEDA main clients are Lithuanian 
and foreign legal entities and private 
individuals. Products are exported to countries 
such as Spain, England, Austria, Germany, 
France, Russia.



JSC Gelmeda create unique products. Each product is 

produced separately as the only, regardless of whether 

or not at the same time company produces only one 

product, or a lot different. 

The product is manufactured according to individual 

customer orders.



TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTION CHART
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PROCESSES AND OPERATIONS

Drying

Timber is put in timber drying equipment and dried from one to four weeks. In order to  
reduce internal stresses timber taken from drying equipment is left to settle for two more 
weeks. 

Processing by machinery:

•Wood is processed by four-stand machine “Weinig Profimat 25 Super” (Germany).
•Previously made blanks from prepared working drawings are transverse to the relevant 
details winger machine "Avola 650”.
•Knifed details are rendered technological cutouts with corners record machining "Kruis" 
(Switzerland).



Dislpay preparation 
When technological slots are made, details according to the drawings are 
arranged on the bench and formed one wall of the future house, then 
marked and drilled holes for electrical installation and fasteners (bolts).

When all operations are made:
If the house is painted, it is collected in a special warehouse. Then grind, 
impregnated and painted in the colour chosen by the customer. When 
paint is fully dried, the house is selected and packaged for transportation.
If the house is not painted,  after verification it is immediately packed and 
transported to the construction site. 



The main advantage of the company and exclusivity - that we produce very 
warm and eco-friendly double lumber log houses.

For more than 10 years JSC "Gelmeda" specialises in manufacturing double baulk 
(with an air gap, which is filled with thermal insulation material) home production 
and construction.

Mostly in double baulk houses are used two 90 mm baulks of dried or laminated 
wood with 200 mm air gap, filled with PAROC, STEICO insulating wool or 
EKOVATA. The construction of such design house reaches A, A + energy class. 

Houses build by this technology are not only very warm, but also 
environmentally friendly.























JSC „GELMEDA“ 
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JSC  „Gelmeda” 

Address: Lapiakalnio km.,Vievio sen., Lithuania
Phone: +3709822366
Email: gelmeda.vievis@gmail.com
Director of a company Giedrius Medelis 


